Sixth Grade Supply List

*3 marble stitched notebooks
*1 two-inch flexible binder
*1 package of reinforced loose-leaf (or you can purchase separate reinforcement stickers and attach prior to the start of the school year)
*1 package of 8 dividers for the binder
*5 folders
*blue or black pens ~ erasable ink only (always have back-up pens/ink)
*red pens
* #2 pencils (no mechanical pencils)
*2 yellow highlighters and at least 1 additional color highlighter
*colored pencils
*soft pencil case
*ruler (inches/centimeters)
*1 package of 3x5 index cards
*2 glue sticks
*scissors
*earbuds
*small collapsible umbrella

Students must use a sports drawstring style bag of their choice, often referred to as a string shoe bag found in most stores. These bags will be able to hang on the back of a chair. Backpacks may not be used for carrying books from class to class as they are too bulky and take up too much room.

Chemical Splash Impact Goggle (science goggles), which can be purchased at Home Depot, Walmart, or Staples. They should wrap around the eyes, not be a sunglass-type goggle. Here is one brand to look for, but feel free to buy another brand. 3M Model #91252-80025.

Please send in a check in the amount of $10.00 to school on the first day to purchase the “Student Special Supply Order”. This money should be in a sealed envelope labeled with the student’s name, homeroom, and “6th Grade Student Special Supply Order”. Included in this amount is the following:
*2 theme tablets
*1 planner

*Wite-Out, Sharpie markers, spiral notebooks, and Trapper Keepers are not permitted.